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Adamant
A quick-and-easy guide to core business and career concepts—no MBA required! The ability to negotiate a deal. Confidence
to oversee staff. Complete, accurate monitoring of expenses. In today’s business world, these are must-have skills. But all
too often, comprehensive business books turn the important details of best practices into tedious reading that would put
even a CEO to sleep. From hiring and firing to strategizing and calculating revenues, Negotiating 101 is an easy-tounderstand roadmap of today’s complex business world, packed with hundreds of entertaining tidbits and concepts that
can’t be found anywhere else. So whether you’re a new business owner, a middle manager, or an entry-level employee, this
101 series has the answers you need to conduct business in a smarter way.

Take a Bow
Spurned by her lover, and with her uncle threatening to marry her off to his odious widowed brother, Gwenifer is almost
relieved to be sent away to escort the magistrate’s old, blind mother to Ransomwood, where the tears of the statue of the
Holy Mother are said to have healing qualities.Together with Harry, the village halfwit, who is escaping a sentence of
hanging for being in charge of an ox that trampled a child almost to death, they embark on a perilous journey … each of
them looking for a different kind of healing.

Mr. Darcy, Vampyre
Bridget Jones's Diary meets The Office. Madison Lee is a fresh college grad, ready to take on the world of print media. But
she has zero luck landing a job. Unemployment is at ten percent and on the rise. Desperate and left with no other options,
she accepts a position as a service rep at a call center in Pocatello, Idaho. At the Lightning Speed call center in Spudsville,
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Maddy plunges into the wild and dysfunctional world of customer service where Sales is prided over Service and an eight
hour shift is equivalent to eight hours of callers bashing her over the phone. Oh sure, the calls are bad. But Maddy manages
to find humor on the phone and off the phone. And with all the salacious drama behind the calls, there is never a dull
moment at the Lightning Speed call center. Lately . . . Maddy has been pining for her smolderingly gorgeous co-worker Mika
Harket. Now things are heating up on the phone--and elsewhere. Don't hang up on this novel. Working at a call center has
never been this garish . . . or this delightful. ***DISCLAIMER: If you find politically incorrect shows like The Office, South Park
and Chelsea Lately detestable, juvenile and offensive, then this book is probably NOT for you.

Bannertail
In this ironic, hilarious, and poignant story, Otto Prohaska is a submarine captain serving the almost-landlocked AustroHungarian Empire. He faces a host of unlikely circumstances, from petrol poisoning to exploding lavatories to trigger-happy
Turks. All signs point to the total collapse of the bloated empire he serves, but Otto refuses to abandon the Habsburgs in
their hour of need.

Winter, White and Wicked
To impress the popular girls on a high school trip to London, klutzy Callie buys real Prada heels. But trying them on, she
trips?conks her head?and wakes up in the year 1815! There Callie meets Emily, who takes her in, mistaking her for a longlost friend. As she spends time with Emily?s family, Callie warms to them?particularly to Emily?s cousin Alex, a hottie and a
duke, if a tad arrogant. But can Callie save Emily from a dire engagement, and win Alex?s heart, before her time in the past
is up? More Cabot than Ibbotson, Prada and Prejudice is a high-concept romantic comedy about finding friendship and love
in the past in order to have happiness in the present.

A Misplaced Child
Bethany, an angel in love with the mortal boy Xavier, is tricked into a motorcycle ride that ends up in Hell, where a demon
bargains for her life in exchange for something that may destroy her loved ones.

Ransomwood
Aneh, Ajaib, Norak. Tiga kata itu pas untuk menggambarkan penghuni kelas After School. Kelas ini juga dianggap sebagai
kelas anak-anak “bodoh” oleh seluruh warga sekolah. Gara-gara nilai Fisikanya jeblok dua kali berturut-turut, Putra harus
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masuk kelas itu. Ini jadi aib yang serius bagi Putra yang terkenal cool dan populer. Apalagi kalau ayahnya yang angker dan
penuntut sampai tahu, bagaimana dia menjelaskannya? Tiap hari Putra harus tahan banting menghadapi keusilan anakanak After School. Ditambah lagi, Cleo, ketua genk After School diam-diam menyukainya. Keusilan anak-anak After School
meningkat dua kali lipat demi membantu Cleo PDKT. Bencana bagi Putra seakan jadi bertumpuk-tumpuk. Musibah apa lagi
setelah ini? [Mizan, Bentang Pustaka, Belia, Fiksi, Roman, Cinta, Remaja, Muda, Novel, Indonesia]

BEST FRIEND FOREVER
Sourcebooks Landmark, the leading publisher of Jane Austen-related fiction, is excited to announce a major release: Mr.
Darcy, Vampyre by international bestselling author Amanda Grange. Amanda Grange, bestselling author of Mr. Darcy's
Diary, gives us something completely new—a delightfully thrilling, paranormal Pride and Prejudice sequel, full of danger,
darkness and deep romantic love… Amanda Grange's style and wit bring readers back to Jane Austen's timeless
storytelling, but always from a very unique and unusual perspective, and now Grange is back with an exciting and
completely new take on Mr. Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet. Mr. Darcy, Vampyre starts where Pride and Prejudice ends and
introduces a dark family curse so perfectly that the result is a delightfully thrilling, spine-chilling, breathtaking read. A dark,
poignant and visionary continuation of Austen's beloved story, this tale is full of danger, darkness and immortal love.

Confessions of a Call Center Gal: a Novel
Judd Stevens is a psychoanalyst faced with the most critical case of his life. If he does not penetrate the mind of a murderer
he will find himself arrested for murder or murdered himself Two people closely involved with Dr. Stevens have already
been killed. Is one of the doctor's patients responsible? Someone overwhelmed by his problems? A neurotic driven by
compulsion? A madman? Before the murderer strikes again, Judd must strip away the mask of innocence the criminal
wears, uncover the inner emotions, fears, and desires, to expose . . .

The Secret Women
Dan and Carmen have it all, it seems: They are young, rich, good-looking, satisfied in their work and love life, and are the
parents of a beautiful three-year-old daughter. When Carmen is diagnosed with breast cancer, Dan is unable to cope with
her illness and the changes this brings to their happy, yuppie family life. While the beautiful and optimistic Carmen submits
to chemotherapy and eventually a mastectomy, hedonistic Dan tries to find solace with his buddies and in several flings
before he finally stops running away and succeeds in supporting Carmen in her decision to end her life with dignity. Love
Life is an account of a terminal illness that is devoid of glitz or fake sentiment. Distressing hospital situations and spot-on
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characterizations of doctors and therapists alternate with the many heart-wrenching moments through the course of
Carmen's illness, as both she and Dan come to terms with what commitment really means. Love Life is completely
unapologetic, extremely controversial, but ultimately uplifting and life-affirming.

A Lady of Persuasion
OPERATION DOOMSDAY ACTIVATE

Hachiko
A New York Times bestseller Expect the unexpected. Macy’s got her whole summer carefully planned. But her plans didn’t
include a job at Wish Catering. And they certainly didn’t include Wes. But Macy soon discovers that the things you expect
least are sometimes the things you need most. “Dessen gracefully balances comedy with tragedy and introduces a complex
heroine worth getting to know.” —Publishers Weekly Also by Sarah Dessen: Along for the Ride Dreamland Just Listen
Keeping the Moon Lock and Key The Moon and More Someone Like You That Summer This Lullaby What Happened to
Goodbye

Criss Cross
Kiss the Wave
Imagine walking to the same place every day, to meet your best friend. Imagine watching hundreds of people pass by every
morning and every afternoon. Imagine waiting, and waiting, and waiting. For ten years. This is what Hachiko did. Hachiko
was a real dog who lived in Tokyo, a dog who faithfully waited for his owner at the Shibuya train station long after his owner
could not come to meet him. He became famous for his loyalty and was adored by scores of people who passed through the
station every day. This is Hachiko’s story through the eyes of Kentaro, a young boy whose life is changed forever by his
friendship with this very special dog. Simply told, and illustrated with Yan Nascimbene’s lush watercolors, the legend of
Hachiko will touch your heart and inspire you as it has inspired thousands all over the world.

The Retreat
Mad Max: Fury Road meets Frozen in this striking YA fantasy about a rig driver’s journey to save her friend Twice-orphaned
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Sylvi has chipped out a niche for herself on Layce, an island cursed by eternal winter. Alone in her truck, she takes comfort
in two things: the solitude of the roads and the favor of Winter, an icy spirit who has protected her since she was a child.
Sylvi likes the road, where no one asks who her parents were or what she thinks of the rebels in the north. But when her
best friend, Lenore, runs off with the rebels, Sylvi must make a haul too late in the season for a smuggler she wouldn’t
normally work with, the infamous Mars Dresden. Alongside his team—Hyla, a giant warrior woman and Kyn, a boy with skin
like stone—Sylvi will do whatever it takes to save her friend. But when the time comes, she’ll have to choose: safety,
anonymity, and the favor of Winter—or the future of the island that she calls home.

A Sailor of Austria
You know your first draft has problems, but what's the best way to fix them? How do you know where to start editing? Or for
many writers the bigger question becomes, How do I know when I'm done?Popular bloggers Stephanie Morrill and Jill
Williamson have been where you are, and they want to help you understand, and even come to love-yes, love-the editing
process. In this revised and updated edition of Go Teen Writers: Edit Your Novel, you'll learn:¿Methods for efficiently editing
your novel.¿What problems to look for in your manuscript and how to solve them.¿Where to start editing, and how to know
when you're done.¿How to keep track of your story's character, storyworld, and setting details.¿How a critique group can
help you.¿The pros and cons of traditional and self-publishing.¿An overview of pitching your novel and making writing your
career.¿And much more!Teaching yourself how to edit a first draft can feel hard, discouraging, and isolating. But using this
guide, you'll feel as encouraged, empowered, and capable as if you had a writing coach sitting alongside you.

The Naked Face
Penulis: Orizuka Ukuran: 13 x 19 cm; 172 BW ISBN: 978-602-8287-76-0 Siapa yang tidak kenal dengan empat cowok keren
di SMP Athens? Jago bola, super tampan, plus punya otak alias pintar? Yeah, tebakan kalian benar. Sid, Cokie, Rama, dan
Lando. Apa yang kira-kira terjadi pada mereka kali ini ya? Dihukum guru? Menang tanding bola? Atau dikejar cewek-cewek
cantik? Hmmm mereka pengen cerita awal persahabatn mereka yang ternyata dimulai dari berkelahi. Nah, di sini, Sid,
Cokie, Rama, dan Lando akan membuka rahasia-rahasia yang selama ini off the record. Padahal, kisah mereka sangat
berwarna kayak pelangi, penuh canda tawa, juga tangisan mengharu-biru. Shhhsssttt.ada cowok keren baru juga di sini.
Penasaran? Cek langsung deh

YEARS AFTER
Torn between two worlds, which will she embrace? Elodie Harper is heir to the magical kingdom of Aluna. Trapped by an
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evil wizard in an illusion; Elodie grows up caught between two worlds, one of magic, and one of technology. As the facade of
her mundane life of lies and fake smiles cracks, her kingdom crumbles in the absence of its ruler. Join Elodie as she
navigates both lives not knowing which to embrace, and which to push into the back of her mind and forget as a bad
dream.

School Spirit
By ancient definition, the adamant was known as both a diamond and a mythical stone of indestructible wonder. In more
modern terminology, it describes a posture of unshakeable resolve and determination. If there was ever a time for us to be
adamant about love and truth it is now. God is Love. God is Truth. Both love and truth are timeless, transcending our
current trends and opinions. Sometimes the most loving thing we will ever do is to speak the truth, but speaking truth
begins with living it. Using the mediums of Scripture and story, New York Times bestselling author Lisa Bevere takes
readers on a journey into the Mountain of God, to the one place they can learn not only to abide in God's unshakeable truth
and love, but become adamant--people who are unmovable, determined, and steadfast. With conviction and passion, Lisa
unpacks the concept of the adamant for readers, linking together the grand story of Scripture and God's purpose in their
lives. Readers will see that God's plan is revealed as we dwell in him, it is there that we are forged and shaped. As we abide
in Christ our Cornerstone we are shaped into the image of the adamant.

Hades
Debbie is wishing something would happen. Something good. To her. Soon. In the meantime, Debbie loses a necklace and
finds a necklace (and boy does the necklace have a story to tell), she goes jeans shopping with her mother (an
accomplishment in diplomacy), she learns to drive shift in a truck (illegally), she saves a life (directly connected to being
able to drive, thus proving something), she takes a bus ride to another town (in order to understand what it feels like to be
from "elsewhere"), she meets a boy (who truly is from "elsewhere"), but mostly she hangs out with her friends: Patty,
Hector, Lenny, and Phil. Their paths cross. Their stories crisscross. And in Lynne Rae Perkins's remarkable book, a girl and
her wish grow up. Illustrated throughout with black–and–white pictures, comics, and photographs by the author. Ages 10+

Go Teen Writers
The author of Dancing on the Edge of the Roof, now a Netflix film starring Alfre Woodard, returns with a riveting,
emotionally rich, novel that explores the complex relationship between mothers and daughters in a fresh, vibrant way—a
stunning page-turner for fans of Terry McMillan, Tayari Jones, and Kimberla Lawson Roby. Elise Armstrong, Carmen
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Bradshaw, and DeeDee Davis meet in a yoga class. Though vastly different, these women discover they all have one thing
in common: their mothers have recently passed away. Becoming fast friends, the trio make a pact to help each other sort
through the belongings their mothers’ left behind. But when they find old letters and diaries, Elise, Carmen, and DeeDee are
astonished to learn that each of their mothers hid secrets—secrets that will transform their own lives. Meeting each month
over margaritas, the trio share laughter, advice, and support. As they help each other overcome challenges and celebrate
successes, Elise, Carmen, and DeeDee gain not only a better understanding of the women their mothers were, but of
themselves. They also come to realize they have what their mothers needed most but did not have during difficult
times—other women they could trust. Filled with poignant life lessons, The Secret Women pays tribute to the power of
friendship and family and the bonds that tie us together. Beautiful, full of spirit and heart, it is a thoughtful and ultimately
uplifting story of unconditional love.

Harry Potter 1-3 Gift Set/3 Bde.
Not all magicians go to schools of magic. Adam Binder has the Sight. It’s a power that runs in his bloodline: the ability to
see beyond this world and into another, a realm of magic populated by elves, gnomes, and spirits of every kind. But for
much of Adam’s life, that power has been a curse, hindering friendships, worrying his backwoods family, and fueling his
abusive father’s rage. Years after his brother, Bobby, had him committed to a psych ward, Adam is ready to come to grips
with who he is, to live his life on his terms, to find love, and maybe even use his magic to do some good. Hoping to track
down his missing father, Adam follows a trail of cursed artifacts to Denver, only to discover that an ancient and horrifying
spirit has taken possession of Bobby’s wife. It isn’t long before Adam becomes the spirit’s next target. To survive the
confrontation, save his sister-in-law, and learn the truth about his father, Adam will have to risk bargaining with very
dangerous beings including his first love.

Training Camp
From the fantastic author of The Lonely Hearts Club and Prom & Prejudice comes a story of all the drama and comedy of
four friends who grow into themselves at a performing arts high school. Emme, Sophie, Ethan, and Carter are seniors at a
performing arts school, getting ready for their Senior Showcase recital, where the pressure is on to appeal to colleges,
dance academies, and professionals in show business. For Sophie, a singer, it's been great to be friends with Emme, who
composes songs for her, and to date Carter, soap opera heartthrob who gets plenty of press coverage. Emme and Ethan
have been in a band together through all four years of school, but wonder if they could be more than just friends and
bandmates. Carter has been acting since he was a baby, and isn't sure how to admit that he'd rather paint than perform.
The Senior Showcase is going to make or break each of the four, in a funny, touching, spectacular finale that only Elizabeth
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Eulberg could perform.

The Truth About Forever
Pingsan di hari pertama MOS jelas bukan cara yang Lena inginkan untuk memulai masa putih abu-abunya. Apalagi untuk
kesan pertama yang baik jika ia ingin diterima The Regals, klub bisbol di sekolah barunya itu. Dan yang lebih parahnya lagi,
penolongnya adalah Segara, bintang utama tim bisbol SMA Menara Bangsa. Berkat bantuan Jessa, ketua tim sofbol putri,
Lena berhasil selangkah lebih dekat dengan mimpinya. Diterima jadi manajer tim, mendapat seorang sahabat, dan sosok
wanita yang mampu mengisi kekosongan hatinya. Sayangnya, tak seperti kisah dalam dongeng, semuanya tidak berjalan
lebih mudah sejak itu. Puncaknya adalah ketika teman-temannya merayakan hari ulang tahun Lena. Hari yang tak pernah
Lena rayakan sejak tiga tahun lalu …. . Apa yang terjadi dengan Lena? Dapatkah ia bertahan di sekolah barunya?

After School Club
Finalist for the Dayton Literary Peace Prize A Washington Post Best Book of the Year Winner of the 2009 Borders Original
Voices Award In early-twentieth-century Korea, Najin Han, the privileged daughter of a calligrapher, longs to choose her
own destiny. But her country is in tumult under Japan's harsh occupation, and her family's traditions, entitlements, and
wealth crumble. Narrowly escaping an arranged marriage, Najin becomes a companion to a young princess, until Korea's
last king is assassinated, and the centuries-old dynastic culture comes to its end. Najin pursues a coveted education and is
surprised to find love. After one day of marriage, a denied passport separates her from her new husband, who journeys
alone to America. As a decade passes and the world descends into war, Najin loses touch with her husband. Will the love
they share be enough to sustain her through the deprivation her country continues to endure? The Calligrapher's Daughter
is a "vivid, heartfelt portrait of faith, love and life for one family during a pivotal time in history" (Bookpage).

Saving June
“I have learned to kiss the wave that throws me against the Rock of Ages.” What does it mean to “kiss the wave?” These
words, attributed to nineteenth-century British preacher Charles Spurgeon, speak to the Christian’s only hope for
perseverance in suffering. What if we can learn to experience the nearness of God in the midst of suffering? What if God
intends to work through our trials rather than simply take them away? After living for more than a decade with a
debilitating nerve condition in both arms, Dave Furman shows us that God, in his grace, always designs trials for our
good—not minimizing the pain, but infusing significance into our suffering. Furman demonstrates that, even when tossed to
and fro by stormy waves, God is near . . . and that makes all the difference in the world.
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Negotiating 101
A woman disappears without trace. Nobody, including the police commissioner investigating the case, can understand how
a woman could simply walk away, leaving husband and home behind. After all, in the Kingdom of Oil where His Majesty
reigns supreme, no woman has ever dared disobey the command of men. When the woman finally reappears, there is a
blurring between the men in her life, as she leaves one to join another, then returns to her first husband who has since
taken a new wife. She is trapped in a man-made web, unable to escape from a male figure who continually fills urns that
she must carry.

White Trash Warlock
An Amazon Charts bestseller. A missing child. A desperate mother. And a house full of secrets. Two years ago, Julia lost her
family in a tragic accident. Her husband drowned trying to save their daughter, Lily, in the river near their rural home. But
the little girl's body was never found--and Julia believes Lily is somehow still alive. Alone and broke, Julia opens her house as
a writers' retreat. One of the first guests is Lucas, a horror novelist, who becomes obsessed with finding out what happened
to Lily. But within days of his arrival, the peace of the retreat is shattered by a series of eerie events. When Lucas's
investigation leads him and Julia into the woods, they discover a dark secret--a secret that someone will do anything to
protect What really happened that day by the river? Why was Lily never found? And who, or what, is haunting the retreat?
From the bestselling author of Follow You Home and The Magpies comes his most terrifying novel yet.

The Doomsday Conspiracy
Training Camp is an inspirational story filled with invaluable lessons and insights on bringing out the best in yourself and
your team. The story follows Martin, an un-drafted rookie trying to make it in the NFL. He’s spent his entire life proving to
the critics that a small guy with a big heart can succeed against all odds. After spraining his ankle in the pre-season, Martin
thinks his dream is lost when he happens to meet a very special coach who shares eleven life-changing lessons that keep
his dream alive—and might even make him the best of the best. If you want to be your best—Training Camp offers an
inspirational story and real-world wisdom on what it takes to reach true excellence and how you and your team (your work
team, school team, church team and family team) can achieve it.

A Cold Dark Place
Clever little ways to improve your daily life!
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Cost Accounting
After spending one life-changing day in Paris with laid-back Dutch actor Willem De Ruiter, sheltered American good girl
Allyson “Lulu” Healey discovered her new lover had disappeared without a trace. Just One Day followed Allyson’s quest to
reunite with Willem; Just One Year chronicled the pair’s year apart from Willem’s perspective. Now, back together at last,
this delectable e-novella reveals the couple’s final chapter.

The Calligrapher's Daughter
Every great story has a great beginning - and this is where Harry Potter's extraordinary, magical adventure starts. From the
moment Harry Potter - the boy who lived - is deposited on the doorstep of number four, Privet Drive, Little Whinging, with
the words 'Good luck, Harry,' and a swish of Albus Dumbledore's cloak, an irresistible storytelling magic pulls readers into
an unforgettable adventure. Harry Potter is a milestone in every child's reading life and this gorgeous, collectable boxed set
is the perfect introduction for new readers, Wizards and Muggles alike.

Just One Night
"If she'd waited less than two weeks, my sister would be June who died in June. But I guess she never took that into
account." Harper Scott's older sister, June, took her own life a week before high school graduation, leaving Harper
devastated. So when her divorcing parents decide to split up June's ashes, Harper steals the urn and takes off cross-country
with her best friend, Laney, to the one place June always dreamed of going--California. Enter Jake Tolan, a boy with a bad
attitude, a classic-rock obsessionand an unknown connection to June. When he insists on joining them, Harper's just
desperate enough for answers to let him. With his alternately charming and infuriating demeanor and his belief that music
can see you through anything, he might be exactly what Harper needs. ExceptJake's keeping a secret that has the power to
turn her life upside down--again.

The Last Day of My Life
A television journalist recounts his contemplation of suicide and what he planned to do in the twenty-four hours he had
given himself to live, and grapples with such issues as forgiveness, accountability, gratitude, and reflection.

The Little Book of Life Hacks
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Sir Tobias Aldridge sets out to take revenge on his enemy, Benedict Grayson, by seducing Benedict's beautiful sister Isabel,
who has just returned from the West Indies and is determined to make her mark on society.

Love Life
Love in the Kingdom of Oil
The #1 New York –bestselling author of If You Tell “will scare you—and you’ll love it” with this gripping crime thriller (Lee
Child). “Grabs you by the throat.” —Kay Hooper In a secluded farmhouse in the Pacific Northwest, a family has been
slaughtered—and a teenage son has disappeared. Single mother and cop, Emily Kenyon spearheads a dark hunt for a killer.
But Emily’s teenage daughter Jenna is one step ahead of her. Then another family is butchered, and another. As Emily fits
the puzzle pieces together, she makes a chilling discovery: the killer is coming after her and her daughter . . . Praise for
Gregg Olsen “An irresistible page-turner.” —Kevin O’Brien “Olsen writes rapid-fire page-turners.” —TheSeattle Times
“Frightening . . . a nail-biter.” —Suspense Magazine “A work of dark, gripping suspense.” —Anne Frasier “Truly a great
read.” —Mystery Scene Magazine

Prada and Prejudice
Presents instructions for folding thirty-nine origami models, from geometrical figures to an elephant--each made from a
single sheet of paper--that emphasize the mathematical principles behind each design.

Wintersbride
Horngren's "Cost Accounting" defined the cost accounting market and continues to innovate today by consistently
integrating the most current practice and theory. This acclaimed, number one market-leading book embraces the basic
theme of " different costs for different purposes." It reaches beyond cost accounting procedures to consider concepts,
analyses, and management. This latest edition of "Cost Accounting "incorporates the latest research and most up-to-date
thinking into all relevant chapters. Professional issues related to Management Accounting and Management Accountants
are emphasized. Chapter topics cover the accountant' s role in the organization to performance measurement,
compensation, and multinational considerations. For future accountants who want to enhance their understanding of-and
ability to-solve cost accounting problems.
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Origami and Math
In this the first of three books, Kimmel brings humor, heart, and a little supernatural charm to the trials and tribulations of a
young girl--a medium who can see spirits--finding out who she is and who she wants to be, all while surviving the seventh
grade.
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